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Abstract — New technologies and materials bring new opportunities to the forms of public arts. In this paper we look back to the three generations of public art forms, from traditional ones with static forms to newer ones with dynamic and then interactive forms. We look forward to the fourth generation – participatory media arts, for which the artists and designers do not create the public media arts as a final result, but create them as platforms and growing systems for the public to participate and for social creativity to contribute to the artifact - the creation process, together with the results of this process, forms the dynamic media artifact that grows over time. The fourth generation is illustrated with an example of public media art installation designed for the Science and Education New Town, Taicang, China.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The advances in science and technology have been always reflected in art, as it reflects and comments on the technological progress. In the last decades public arts shifted from traditional forms such as stone, canvas and pottery towards new media types. The current development in digital media arts involves a significant amount of new carriers in not only new materials, but also in perusing technology, resulting in new dynamic and interactive forms that require the artists to construct their work from a system view and with a good understanding of human-system interaction and related interface technologies. It is no longer about carving stones and casting bronze; instead it is time to sculpture the interactive experience as a growing system [1].

Looking into the development of public arts, especially the introduction of interactivity, based on the work of Edmonds, Turner and Candy [2], Wang, Hu and Rauterberg defined three generations of art and generative technology according to the carrying material, technology and interactivity [1]: 1) Static forms: there is no interaction between the art artifact and the viewer, and the artifact does not respond to its context and environment. 2) Dynamic forms: the art artifact has its internal mechanism to change its forms, depending on time or limited to reacting to the changes in its environment such as temperature, sound or light. The viewer is however a passive observer reacting to the changes in its environment such as temperature, sound or light. The viewer is however a passive observer. 3) Interactive forms: the viewer has an active role in influencing the dynamic form of the art object. The input from the viewer can be gesture, motion, sound as well as other human activity that can be captured by the artifact’s sensorial layer. When interactivity is introduced, the “dialog” between the viewer and the perceived dynamic form of the artifact can always vary depending on the difficult-to-predict behavior of the human viewer.

In this paper we introduce the fourth generation of the public art forms – participatory forms – Interactive art platforms that allow social interactivity and creativity contribute to the physical and digital parts of the artifact. Artists and designers do not create the public media arts as a final (interactive) result, but create them as platforms for other artists and the public to contribute to the artifact. The creation process, together with the results of this process, forms the dynamic media artifact that grows with the creative input from the social environment and over time. The art piece now become an almost living form that changes its shape reacting on and adapting to the social environment it is embedded in.

II. PARTICIPATORY PUBLIC MEDIA ARTS

Growing form per se is not a new concept. It is a common practice in garden and landscape design. Sculptures may include living plants or other living materials as part of the creation, or even as the basis for the entire artifact. An example for using tissue engineering is, the Tissue Culture & Art Project set up in 1996 to explore the possibilities of manipulating living tissues to create and grow semi-living objects and sculptures [3]. Fig. 1(a) depicts the epidermal and connective tissue grown over a glass figurine in a shape of a bomb (by Catts and Zurr [3]). However in most of the cases the growing process is not created or designed for the viewers to interact with or to contribute to. The viewer remains passive, while the artist operates under a closed world assumption creating the art piece as a closed isolated system.

Fig. 1. Growing and participatory arts (images taken from Internet)

Participatory art forms are not new either. “The fence” at Carnegie Mellon (Fig. 1(b)) was set up as a meeting point but later was painted over and over again by the students for advertising or making a statement. In this case the fence is the art platform and the participation of the students makes the fence an interesting piece of art. The contribution of the
students is part of the physical form – color by layers of paint. Another example is the Tibetan flags that the prayers bring to the temples in the area of Himalaya (Fig. 1(c)). The prepared strings around the temples are created for the participation of the prayers. The process of hanging the flags is a religious practice but the result of it is a breathtaking piece of art, of which the contribution of the prayers is again a physical part.

Participatory media forms are mostly seen in online applications, particularly those that allow a high degree of user-contributed content [4] – examples are blogs, forums, social photo and video services. One of the most recent examples is the movie “Life in a Day” (Fig. 1(d)), directed by Kevin McDonald, generated entirely from amateur video clips of people’s lives that were contributed by YouTube users [5]. In this case YouTube is the art platform and the contribution from the users is digital. The involvement of the artist (Kevin McDonald) is at a later stage of production and the result of the social creation is frozen into a final from afterwards.

Participatory public media art form emerges from the above art forms and from the technology development. It integrates the physical and digital forms and content, requires the artist to take into account the future inclusion of the contributions from the public, and opens the possibility to allow social creativity as part of the creation process, aiming at an artifact (in many cases, a system) that grows with the contributions and along with time. What the artist creates is not an artifact in its final form, but a platform for social creativity. The participation process is an interactive process, although the interaction is not necessarily real-time at the same spot, but can be over time and over distance, thanks to the new technologies of digital media and connectivity. The interesting new aspect of such an art is that the artist’s actions (selection, compilation, refinement, narration) happen over time, automatically and guided by the affordances of the art form. This is why HCI and related disciplines matter so much in this context: the artist needs to predict user actions and creativity in a way and predictively channeling future input into an artistic vision. Next we show an example.

III. EXAMPLE: PUBLIC ART INSTALLATION FOR TAICANG

Taicang is a city near Shanghai. It is a natural sea port. It became the number one port of the world in Ming dynasty, where Zheng He set off his voyages to explore the world [6]. Taicang’s cultural heritage is deeply rooted in being a sea port to the world ever since. Only recently Taicang decided to exploit this past importance and fame as one of the development triggers to a new culture and creative industry in the region. One of the ongoing projects is to build a new living and leisure area at the spot of the original shipping embankment (Fig. 2(a)). A public media art installation is designed and will be located at the center square of the area (Fig. 2(b)).

The installation is roughly 10 by 10 meters on its base and 8 meters high. The base features wall reliefs and public displays, and inside it is going to be used as an exhibition space. On top of the base are constructions that give the impressions of a large sail, and the moon rising from the waves. On the surface of the sail are reliefs of Taicang’s sea culture. The inner space of the “moon” is also used for mounting projectors. Images, animations and videos can be projected onto the inner surface of sail in the evenings. Projection mapping and edge blending techniques will be used to correct the projection results on the curved surface with reliefs on it. Together with the sound systems installed nearby, it offers a platform for presenting digital media, and for public participation.

One of the concepts to utilize this platform is to allow the public to contribute their photos from social media, for an interactive photo show (Fig. 3), to induce the feeling of social connectedness [7], and to reinstate the historical values of Taicang as port to the world, the place where Zheng He left to explore the world and bring back treasures and cultural influences from overseas. People from Taicang, who live and work overseas, will be able to send back photos and show to the people of Taicang what they are doing and seeing elsewhere in the world. Local viewers are able to browse through the photos by turning a steering wheel, and one of the photos will appear in large scale in the sail. The amount of the time of the photo being exposed will send back to the contributor of the photo as feedback. The concept has been prototype on scale models, as shown in Fig. 3.

IV. CONCLUDING REMARKS

Based on our previous work, we introduced the fourth generation of the public art forms – participatory forms. The public media art installation for the Taicang city is used as an example. The installation is designed with public displays and projections that allow the public to contribute digital content to the art and the art will be an integrated entity of the creativity of the artists, and the social creativity from the public.
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International communities are facing various problems in different topic areas such as: population demographic shifts, energy use and creation, the environment, and food supply. It is necessary to build a global consensus for resolving problems within these topic areas. Unfortunately, there are difficulties that hinder communication among cultures. It is imperative to develop information and communication technologies that encourage mutual understanding and bridge the difference in cultures.

Several research directions impinge on the relations between culture and computing: archiving cultural heritage via ICT (cf. digital archives), empowering humanities researches via ICT (cf. digital humanities), creating art and expressions via ICT (cf. media art), generating culturally-directed behavior (cf. cultural agent), supporting multi-language, multi-cultural societies via ICT (cf. intercultural collaboration), and understanding new cultures born in the Internet and the Web (cf. net culture).
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The Special Tracks are collections of short papers, and are organized for the purpose of encouraging discussions in hot areas. This year, we have Special Tracks for "Digital Humanities" and "Culture based Media Art & Music." The Digital Humanities captures the trend in research and education in the Humanities that has emerged over the last decade. While researchers have not reached consensus on its definition, digital data available online all over the world as well as the global collaboration through the web will usher in a paradigm shift in Humanities research. Culture based Media Art & Music is anticipated in the new century. It has been said that intelligence, sensitivity, and consciousness are the central and most important parts of humanity. The 21st century can be an era of sensitivity if it adopts the essential basis of Asian culture. The generality, value, and importance of culture should be emphasized to the world.
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